of sires with accurate EBV is usually low, impairing the ability to build a robust reference population. With decreasing costs of genotyping in general, a promising way to overcome this obstacle is to include females in the reference population (Jenko et al., 2017; Plieschke et al., 2016; Pryce & Daetwyler, 2012; Thomasen, Sorensen, Lund, & Guldbrandsen, 2014) .
As the number of cows is much higher than the number of bulls in dairy cattle populations, there is a demand on the elaboration of strategies to assess an optimal genotyping design (Schöpke & Swalve, 2016; Henryon et al., 2015) , in which cows included in the reference population maximize SNP information value. Some cow genotyping strategies have been investigated using both simulated and real data (Calus, Haas, Pszczola, & Veerkamp, 2013; Jiménez-Montero et al., 2012; Koivula, Strandén, Aamand, & Mäntysaari, 2016; Pszczola et al., 2012; Uemoto, Osawa, & Saburi, 2017) , and results point to a general increase in genomic prediction accuracy when the reference population is supplemented with genotyped and phenotyped cows. Jiménez-Montero et al. (2012) have suggested, through simulation, that in case of small dairy populations, a reference population formed exclusively by cows could overcome both pedigree index and reference population containing only progeny-tested bulls. Dassonneville, Baur, Fritz, Boichard, and Ducrocq (2014) and Gao, Lund, Zhang, and Su (2013) have addressed the impact of including pre-selected cows into a reference population of bulls and suggested that this strategy would introduce bias into genomic predictions. Plieschke et al. (2016) reported that including large (random) samples of first-crop daughters in the reference set composed by bulls had a positive effect not only on prediction accuracy, but on preventing deterioration of reliabilities caused by intense pre-selection of young males. Clark et al. (2012) and Wientjes, Veerkamp, and Calus (2012) have demonstrated that the relationship between animals in the reference population and validation population has major effect on the accuracy of genomic prediction. Results suggest that an optimum balance of relationships within the reference population and between reference population and validation population is crucial to avoid under/ over estimation of accuracies (Calus et al., 2013) . Despite numerous studies investigating the effectiveness of different genotyping designs to include cows into the reference population, not many studies considered population structure and partition to define selective genotyping strategies.
Innovative methods have been crucial for the evolution of animal breeding, helping to improve decision making ability, and consequently, efficiency and productivity in livestock populations. In this manner, graph theory has previously been proposed as a tool for better understanding genealogical data (Cole, 2007; Yang, Cheng, & Özsoyoğlu, 2012) . However, no further investigation on how pedigree graphs can support comprehension on underlying configurations of livestock population pedigrees is found in literature.
Graphs are flexible mathematical systems containing a finite amount of points (nodes) and edges, which are essentially used to represent and analyse relationship between structured data (Girvan & Newman, 2002) . When modelling pedigrees as graphs, it is possible to subset a population into partitions by using community detection algorithms (Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008) . Graph communities are defined as groups of nodes (here representing individuals) strongly connected among themselves but sparsely connect with the rest of the system (Girvan & Newman, 2002) . In practical terms, a graph community could be considered one of the distinct families or groups of related individuals found in the population. In literature, some attempts to account for population structure in genotyping designs have been investigated in plant breeding (Isidro et al., 2014; Rincent et al., 2017) , but applications for cattle populations are rare or non-existent.
In the present study, we investigate the use of graph communities as tools for developing selective cow genotyping strategies that consider population structure. Different approaches were considered and compared to previously reported cow genotyping designs (random, EBV-and accuracy-dependent) to determine the efficiency of the proposed methods. The genotyping designs were compared based on results observed for the genomic prediction accuracy, error and bias.
| MATERIAL AND METHODS

| Simulated population
The open access software QMSim (Sargolzaei & Schenkel, 2009 ) was considered to run the simulations for the present study, considering five replicates. We simulated a relatively small dairy cattle population, similarly to previous simulation studies (Andonov et al., 2017; Jiménez-Montero et al., 2012; Plieschke et al., 2016) . To accomplish that, a historical population consisting of 1,500 unrelated individuals with balanced sex ratio was created. Those animals were randomly mated for 1,000 generations. A bottleneck was introduced from generation 1,001, reducing the historical population size from 1,500 to 400 animals in 20 generations. From the historical population, a second population, here referred as expansion population, was created in which founders were 100 males and 300 females randomly sampled from the last generation of historical population (1,020). This expansion population was ran for 60 generations in which animals were also randomly mated, considering a growth rate of 1.2 for both sexes by generation. From the expansion population, a recent population was created by sampling 400 males and 20,000 females from the last generation of the expansion population. The recent population was run for 20 overlapping generations. In each generation, 10,000 male and 10,000 female offspring were simulated. At the same time, 30% of the dams and 50% of the sires were replaced. Genealogical information was recorded for all individuals from the recent population. Breeding animals were selected based on their BLUP-based breeding values (here we used EBV) and culled by age. Cows from generations 16 to 20 and sires from generations 15 to 18 had genotypic data recorded. Bulls with more than 40 daughters were considered as progeny-tested individuals (n = 764) and assigned to the reference set. Animals from generation 20 were considered as validation population.
| Genome simulation
The simulated genome had 29 pairs of autosome chromosomes with total length of 2,333 cM, in which each chromosome's length mimicked the bovine genome without sex chromosomes. The intent was to generate a more plausible scenario when considering real distances between markers and QTL loci. A total of 50,000 bi-allelic SNP markers were evenly distributed throughout the genome, in which the number of SNP per chromosome was proportional to its size. The additive genetic component was determined by 750 randomly distributed QTL along the genome, which effects were sampled from a gamma distribution with a shape parameter of 0.4 (Hayes and Goddard, 2001 ; Supporting Information Figure S1 ). The number of QTL (750) was defined aiming to assure a polygenic nature for the simulated trait. The mutation rate was identical (2.5 × 10 −5 ) for both markers and QTL (Jiménez-Montero et al., 2012) . The rate of missing marker genotypes was 0.01, and the rate of marker genotyping error was 0.005. A schematic overview of the simulation process is presented in Figure 1. 
| Phenotype simulation
A single sex-limited trait with heritability of 0.15 and phenotypic variance of 1.0 was simulated. The true breeding value (TBV) for each animal was calculated as the sum of the QTL additive effects, as follows:
where qtl is the total number of QTL, j is the additive effect of QTL genotype (j) and Q kj is the QTL genotype at locus j, coded as 0,1 or 2, representing the number of copies of the QTL allele that an animal (k) carries.
Pedigree-based EBV were estimated for all individuals from generations 12 to 20 of the recent population. The analysis was carried out under a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) approach using an animal model. Implementation was performed in the BLUPF90 family software (Mizstal et al., 2017) . The model was as follows:
where y is the vector of phenotypes for cows; is the general mean (no fixed effects were simulated); 1 is a vector of ones; Z is an incidence matrix allocating records to breeding values; a is a vector of EBV with var(a) = A 2 a , where
a is the additive genetic variance and A (Henderson, 1975 ) is the pedigree-based relationship matrix containing the expectancy of genetic connection between all pedigreed individuals, and e is the random residual effect, where e N(0,I 2 e ) in which 2 e is the residual variance. The EBV accuracies were calculated as r = √ 1−PEV∕ 2 a , where PEV is the prediction error variance obtained from the estimate's standard error. The EBV and respective reliabilities were then used to obtain de-regressed proofs (dEBV) for all individuals following (Garrick, Taylor, & Fernando, 2009) , which were then used as pseudo-phenotypes in the genomic evaluation. All phenotypic information included as dependent variable in the model was weighted by its reliability.
| Pedigree graphs, community detection and population partitioning
A "pedigree graph" was generated by transforming genealogical information into a matrix (adjacency matrix) of zeros and ones, with dimensions n × n , where n is the total number of individuals in the pedigree, that represent direct connections between individuals (parent-progeny). In practical terms, this basic approach consists of transforming the numerator relationship matrix (A; Henderson, 1975) into a graph adjacency matrix where the following criteria must be met: elements of the pedigree graph input adjacency matrix receive the value 1 when the respective A ij element is 0.50, and 0 otherwise.
Graph-community detection results in the partition of a graph into modules, in which vertices within their module are more strongly connected than to the rest of the system.
(1)
The quality of the partitions resulting from these methods is often measured by the modularity (Girvan & Newman, 2002) parameter, which quantifies the quality of the assignment of vertices to communities by comparing how much more connected vertices are inside a community to how connected they would be, on average, in a random graph. The modularity of a partition is a scalar value between −1 and 1 that measures the density of connections inside communities as compared to connections between communities. In general, modularity is defined as : Genotyped cows (1,000, 2,000 and 5,000) included in the bull-based RP by different strategies:
Community based
AŌer definiƟon of populaƟon parƟƟon considering the pedigree containing all animals from generaƟons 12 through 20.
-Top-dEBV (T dEBV ) sampled from each community -Extreme-dEBV (EXT dEBV ) sampled from each community -Top EBV accuracy(ACC EBV ) sampled from each community Phenotypes used as dependent variable in genomic evaluaƟons depending on the scenario proposed.
For each community based method, 3 scenarios were considered: low (0.5), medium (1.0) and high (1.5) resoluƟon parameter.
(included in all scenarios) 
males
where A ij represents the magnitude of the connection between vertices i and j, which may assume values of 1 (connected) or 0 (not connected) in standard graphs, k i = ∑ j A ij is the sum of the weights of the edges attached to vertex i (here 1 or 0), c i is the community to which vertex i is assigned, the function (u, v) is 1 if u is connected to v and 0 otherwise and m = 1 2 ∑ i,j A ij . Community detection algorithms may include a resolution parameter (RsPr), which can be understood as a "time" parameter Lambiotte et al., 2008) , intended to accommodate different community sizes for the same graph. In practical terms, when decreasing RsPr, the number of detected communities tends to the total number of vertices (individuals). On the other hand, when increasing RsPr, the partition tends to stabilize in a two-community's configuration. In the present study, we considered different values for RsPr (low = 0.5, medium = 1.0 and high = 1.5) when running the community detection algorithm in order to investigate its flexibility and assess the impact on the accuracy of genomic evaluations.
| Selective genotyping designs
Cows from generations 16 through 19 of the recent population represented a contemporary overlapping active population of 40,000 individuals. From them, 1,000, 2,000 and 5,000 were sampled as female candidates to be genotyped and included in the reference population, based on the methods described further in this section.
For all reference population sizes proposed (1,000, 2,000 and 5,000 cows), a total of 13 different genotyping designs were considered to supplement the bull-based reference population with cows. Of these, four traditional designs were included as a base for comparison, being: (a) Φ females randomly selected (RND), (b) Φ females with the highest dEBV (T dEBV ), (c) Φ∕2 females with the highest and Φ∕2 females with the lowest dEBV (EX dEBV ) and (d) Φ females with the highest EBV accuracies (T EBV AC), where Φ was 1,000, 2,000 or 5,000, depending on the reference population scenario.
Nine other designs were proposed as a way to investigate both efficiency and adaptability of the community partitioning algorithm . To accomplish that, a genealogical dataset containing all individuals from generations 12 to 20 (n = 180,000) of the recent contemporary population was built and analysed as a graph. Animals from generation 12 had their parents omitted (set as "unknown") to represent founder individuals of the pedigreed population of a relatively small cattle population. The algorithm designated a community for every animal in the pedigree. Community-based designs were primarily aimed to integrate communities and the traditional "high or extreme" dEBV and top-accuracy concept. The representativeness of each detected community in the validation population was considered when sampling cows to be included into the reference population in each situation. These cow genotyping designs were elaborated as follows: (e) females with the highest dEBV inside each detected community (T dEBV C); (f) ∕2 females with the highest and ∕2 females with the lowest dEBV inside each detected community (EX dEBV C); (g) females with the highest EBV accuracies inside each detected community (T EBV ACC); where is the representativeness of the respective community in the total number of individuals defined as the validation population, calculated as = Nref i * Nsmpl j ∕n total , where Nref i is the size of reference population for the i th scenario (1,000, 2,000 or 5,000), Nsmpl j is the size of the j th community and n total is the total number of candidate cows for the reference population. Therefore, the number of cows sampled from each community was directly linked to the proportion of individuals from this same community in the validation population. This implies that the reference population is built after knowing the selection candidates for the current generation. For further discussion on this document, this procedure will be referred at as "proportional sampling." In Figure 2 , it is shown a brief description of the communitybased cow sampling method proposed. In order to investigate the flexibility of the community detection algorithm, T dEBV C, EX dEBV C and T EBV ACC concepts were replicated considering low (0.5; _L), medium (1.0; _M) and high (1.5; _H) values for the RsPr, resulting in a total of 9 community-based cow genotyping designs: T dEBV C_L, T dEBV C_M, T dEBV C_H, EX dEBV C_L, EX dEBV C_M, EX dEBV C_H and T EBV ACC_L, T EBV ACC _M, T EBV ACC _H. All proposed scenarios are described in Table 1 .
| Quality control and genomic prediction model
Genotype data quality control was performed prior to all genomic analyses in the present study. In all proposed scenarios, criteria were as follows: SNPs with minor allele frequency lower than 0.02 and call rate lower than 0.95, as well as samples with call rate lower than 0.90, were excluded from analysis. After quality control, around 43,500 SNPs remained, with slight variations depending on the reference population considered, the simulation replicate and the scenario proposed. A genomic best linear unbiased (GBLUP) model (VanRaden, 2008) was chosen for genomic prediction analyses. The general equation is as follows:
where y is the vector of the dEBV for the genotyped individuals in the reference population; is the general mean (no This proporƟon was than used to obtain the number of cows to be sampled inside community i for each method.
F I G U R E 2
Design Summary of reference population
RND 764 progeny-tested bulls + Φ cows randomly genotyped.
T dEBV 764 progeny-tested bulls + Φ cows with highest dEBV genotyped.
EX dEBV 764 progeny-tested bulls + Φ∕2 cows with highest and Φ∕2 cows with lowest dEBV genotyped.
T dEBV ACC 764 progeny-tested bulls + Φ cows with highest accuracy of dEBV genotyped.
T dEBV _L 764 progeny-tested bulls + females with the highest dEBV from within each detected community. T dEBV _M T dEBV _H EX dEBV C_L 764 progeny-tested bulls + ∕2 females with the highest and ∕2 females with the lowest dEBV from within each detected community. EX dEBV C_M EX dEBV C_H T dEBV ACC_L 764 progeny-tested bulls + females with the highest dEBV accuracies from within each detected community. T dEBV ACC_M T dEBV ACC_H Note. Φ: depended on the scenario considered (1,000, 2,000 or 5,000); = Nref i * Nsmpl j ∕n total ,whereNref i is the size of reference population for the i th scenario (1,000, 2,000 or 5,000), Nsmpl j is the size of the j th community and n total is the total number of candidate cows for the reference population. RND: at random; 
T A B L E 1 Summary of genotyping
scenarios and number of genotypes for bulls and cows in the reference population for each method proposed fixed effects were simulated); 1 is a vector of ones; Z is an incidence matrix allocating records to breeding values; g is a vector of GEBV with var(g) = G 2 g , in which 2 g is the additive genetic variance; and G is the realized genomic relationship matrix created using the method described in VanRaden (2008) 
where M is an n × m matrix (number of animals × number of loci) with SNP coded 0, 1 and 2 for genotypes A1A1, A1A2 and A2A2, respectively. P is an n x m matrix containing twice the allele frequencies expressed as P i = 2p i where p i is the allele frequency of the homozygous genotype coded with 2 for all genotyped individuals at locus i. It is assumed that e ~ N(0, I 2 e ), where 2 e is the residual variance. All analyses were conducted under a REML approach, using BLUPF90 family software (Mizstal et al., 2017) .
Inside each replicate and for each scenario proposed, the direct genomic value (DGV) was calculated for all animals in the validation population as:
where X is the matrix of marker genotypes for each animal in the validation set and ̂ is the vector of marker effects estimated based using information on the respective reference population.
| Accuracy, prediction error and bias
As TBV were known for all animals in the simulation, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (ρ) and the mean squared error (MSE) between the TBV and the DGV of animals from the validation population were used to assess the accuracy and prediction error in genomic evaluations for each selective genotyping strategy proposed. The slope (b) of the regression of TBV on DGV for the validation individuals, that is, b = cov (TBV,DRP) ∕ 2 TBV (Olson, VanRaden, Tooker, & Cooper, 2011) and the respective determination coefficient (R 2 ) were considered as a measure of bias in genomic evaluations. Means and respective standard deviations (from the five simulation replicates) were calculated for each proposed parameter in the strategies proposed. The Student's t test was used to investigate statistical differences when superiority in performance (for ρ, MSE, b and R 2 ) was observed for community-based designs in detriment to their traditional versions. Additionally, the Student's t test was also performed between all community-based designs and the RND design.
| Mimicking selection for an expensive-or difficult-to-measure trait in dairy cattle
Here, we aimed to emulate a situation where selection is intended for a low-to-medium heritability difficult-or expensive-to-measure (sex limited) trait. In those cases, the number of available records is often low, resulting in low accuracy EBV even for bulls. Therefore, a reference population containing only cows is of use (Pryce & Daetwyler, 2012) , while cow's yield deviation will mostly be the (pseudo) phenotype of choice. For those analysis, yield deviations (YD; VanRaden and Wiggans, 1991) were calculated using a combination of phenotype and a residual component for every candidate cow, and thus, used as dependent variable in the genomic evaluation. The YD were then used to calculate daughter yield deviations (DYD; VanRaden and Wiggans, 1991 ) for the progeny-tested bulls, which were used as pseudo-phenotypes in the scenario considering only bulls in the reference. We speculated that, in this situation, a small reference population containing only cows proportionally sampled based on individuals in a validation population containing individuals from specific communities could support obtaining sufficient accuracy for genomic selection.
To accomplish that, cows from ten randomly chosen communities were subset from the complete dataset, forming a subdataset containing only individuals from those communities from generations 16 through 20 of the recent contemporary population. This procedure was replicated five times, based on a randomly chosen simulation replicate. Different sizes for the sampled communities were allowed, and the only criteria to be met was that the total number of individuals had to be higher than 3,000. Two main scenarios were then proposed: a reference population of 1,000 cows selected by distinct methods from generations 16 through 19 within the ten communities and a validation from generation 20 of animals from within the ten communities (In_Ref); and a reference population of 1,000 cows selected by distinct methods from all individuals in generations 16 through 19 and a validation considering all possible candidate cows from generation 20 (All_Ref). Both In_Ref and All_Ref scenarios were replicated considering three different cow selective genotyping methods, RND YD (A), T YD (B) and EX YD (C), which were similar to the previously presented strategies, but considering yield deviations (YD) of candidate cows as dependent variable in the model, using a community-based proportional sampling approach. The accuracy, prediction error and bias in genomic predictions were calculated as in previous analysis in this study.
| RESULTS
| Population structure description
The pedigree used for community detection contained all animals from generations 12 through 20 (n = 180,000). There was a total of nine generations, containing 2,005 sires and 68,111 dams. The mean inbreeding coefficient for the total population and for inbred individuals was 0.47% and 1.50%, respectively.
The amount of linkage disequilibrium, here measured as r 2 (Hill & Robertson, 1968) 
| Community detection and population partitioning
The total number of communities detected for the five simulation replicates was 362, 365, 362, 360 and 364 when considering a lower (0.5) RsPr value; 134, 129, 132, 134 and 132 for the medium (1.0) RsPr value; and 82, 85, 82, 84, 83 for the higher (1.5) RsPr value. As described in the methods section, as the value of RsPr increased, the number of detected communities decreased. Figure 4 shows the frequency of progeny-tested bulls included in the reference population (independent of the scenario) and cows from generations 16 through 19 (candidates to get genotyped) inside each detected community for one given (randomly chosen) simulation replicate. Figure 5 shows the same information but for animals from generation 20 (validation population). Figures 4 and 5 also show results for the frequency of animals inside communities when considering low, medium and high RsPr values. Lower values for the RsPr were associated to a less variable frequency of individuals inside the detected communities. Increasing the RsPr (from 0.5 to 1.0 and 1.5) resulted in an increase in the variation of the frequency of animals between detected communities. This change in frequency of individuals inside communities was identical in all simulation replicates (results not shown).
The mean of the average relationship (calculated using a pedigree-based relationship matrix) for animals inside and outside their community considering distinct values of RsPr was 0.08% and 0.002% (low); 0.04% and 0.005% (medium); 0.03% and 0.006% (high), respectively. This is a strong indication that the community detection algorithm has successfully grouped individuals more genetically connected among themselves than to the rest of the population.
| Accuracy of genomic evaluations
When including only the progeny-tested bulls with more than 40 daughters from generations 15 through 18 in the reference population, the average ρ between TBV and DGV of the validation animals (in five simulation replicates) was 0.30 ± 0.03. As the main objective of the present study was to investigate the inclusion of phenotyped and genotyped cows in the reference population by various methods, this accuracy value will be considered as a basis for comparison throughout this document and will be referred at as SireRP. Figure 6 shows the average (and respective standard deviation) ρ values for each proposed design and reference population size studied. A detailed description of the observed results was included in Supporting Information Table S1 and  Table S2 . Overall, the accuracy was strongly dependent on both the genotyping design and size of the reference population. As expected, as the size of the reference population increased accuracies also increased, independent of the strategy adopted. Community-based methods exhibited accuracies varying from slightly inferior to slightly superior than traditional methods. Subtle differences were detected within community-based designs when comparing low, medium and high RsPr values. In general, when the RsPr deviated from the medium value (1.0), it resulted in a decrease in accuracy. Standard deviations for the mean accuracy within simulation replicates varied from 0.03 to 0.08, where the highest value was observed for the scenario including 2,000 cows considering the T dEBV C_H method, and the lowest for the scenario including 1,000 cows considering the RND method.
Strategies based on selecting cows with high-dEBV values (T dEBV , T dEBV C_L, T dEBV C_M and T dEBV C_H) to be included in the reference population resulted in the lower increase in accuracy. The scenario including 1,000 cows via T dEBV method has achieved only minor increase when compared to SireRP. For this method, when including a higher number of cows (5,000), the maximum increase in accuracy was +0.06. When high-dEBV cows were sampled from inside communities (T dEBV C_L, T dEBV C_M and T dEBV C_H), a higher increase in accuracy was obtained only for T dEBV C_M when compared to its traditional method. When compared to traditional T dEBV method, the increase in accuracy varied from +0.01 (T dEBV C_M/1,000) to +0.04 (T dEBV C_M/5,000), depending on the value set for the RsPr.
The RND method showed intermediate accuracy when compared to dEBV-dependent methods (top or extreme). With the increase in the number of cows in the reference population, the increase in accuracy of RND varied from +0.09 to +0.23 (compared to SireRP) for scenarios considering 1,000 and 5,000 cows.
Accuracy-based designs (T EBV AC, T EBV ACC_L, T EBV ACC_M and T EBV ACC_H) had intermediate performance on accuracy when compared to other proposed scenarios, yielding similar results to the RND design. For the inclusion of 5,000 cows, the highest increase in accuracy obtained by including cows in the reference population from accuracy-based designs was for T EBV ACC_L and T EBV ACC_M, being +0.21 when compared to SireRP.
Best results in accuracy were obtained for genotyping designs considering cows with extreme-dEBV values (EX dEBV , EX dEBV C_L, EX dEBV C_M, EX dEBV C_H). Both traditional and community-based designs delivered similar results, varying from +0.15 (EX dEBV C_L/1,000) to +0.30 (EX dEBV C_M/5,000) in accuracy when compared to SireRP. Directly comparing among extreme-dEBV designs, a slight superiority was observed for results obtained from EX dEBV C_M, which had from 0.01 (1,000 cows) to 0.02 (5,000 cows) higher accuracy than EX dEBV . Table 2 shows p-values for the Student's t test for the mean ρ (obtained from five replicates) between traditional (T dEB V, EX dEB V and T dEBV ACC) and medium RsPr community-based cow genotyping strategies. Significant differences were detected between T dEBV , EX dEBV and their community-based versions when including 2,000 and 5,000 cows in the reference population, but no difference was detected for T dEBV ACC. All community-based designs exhibited significant difference when compared to RND.
| Prediction error and bias
The SireRP design resulted in an average MSE of 10.88 ± 0.04, regression slope (b) of 0.78 ± 0.10 and a regression R 2 of 0.08 ± 0.03 between TBV and DGV for the validation individuals. In general, the increase in the number of cows included in the reference population resulted in reduction of the prediction error and bias ( Figure 6 ). When compared to traditional methods, community-based genotyping designs yielded a slight reduction in MSE. Within community-based strategies, the increase in the RsPr caused an increase in MSE values. When compared to SireRP, best results were observed for EX dEBV C_M which yielded a reduction of 1.43, 1.91 and 2.51 in MSE, respectively, for the inclusion of 1,000, 2,000 and 5,000 cows in the reference population.
F I G U R E 5
Frequencies of male (n = 10,000, left) and female (n = 10,000, right) animals from generation 20 inside each detected community for the scenarios when setting a low-(a), medium-(b) and high (c)-resolution parameter value for the community detection algorithm An increase on the MSE was observed when considering the inclusion of cows in the reference population by traditional high-dEBV method (T dEBV ) when compared to the SireRP. No consistent reduction in the prediction error was observed when increasing the number of cows to be included in the reference population by T dEBV . For the inclusion of 5,000 cows considering T dEBV , the MSE was still higher than the SireRP, which contained only 764 bulls. When under a community-based approach, high-dEBV-based designs (T dEBV C_L, T dEBV C_M and T dEBV C_H) showed better results than its traditional version (T dEBV ). Overall, the high-dEBV-based strategies exhibited more prediction error (MSE) than other proposed methods, even when under a community-based approach. In general, the regression coefficient (b) of TBV on DGV for the validation animals was closer to 1.00 with the inclusion of cows in the SireRP, the only exception occurred for the T dEBV based designs (traditional and community-based), in which the inclusion of cows resulted in more bias (b > 1.00). Actually, top-dEBV methods resulted in the highest increase in b values when compared to SireRP and, therefore, in the highest amount of deflation of breeding values. RND and T dEBV ACC methods had intermediate results, which were lower than the obtained for T dEBV but higher than EX dEBV strategies. Despite yielding the lowest amount of prediction error in all scenarios, genotyping designs based on extremedEBV values (both traditional and community-based) showed the highest amount of inflation (b < 1.00) of breeding values.
As the number of cows included in the reference population increased, the R 2 obtained from the regression of TBV on DGV in the validation population also increased ( Figure  6 ). The R 2 values obtained for extreme-dEBV designs were the highest among all strategies proposed, while the RND method resulted in superior values than obtained for topdEBV, but lower than obtained for extreme-dEBV designs. The lowest increase was observed for top-dEBV genotyping designs, of which T dEBV also obtained the lowest absolute R 2 values, varying from 0.13 to 0.17 when including 1,000
and 5,000 cows in the reference population, respectively. Community-based high-dEBV designs had better results than traditional T dEBV for all reference population size scenarios. The same pattern observed for the accuracy and MSE was detected for the R 2 values. When comparison is made within community-based methods, the deviation from 1.00 for the RsPr caused a slight decrease in R 2 . between traditional (T dEB V, EX dEBV and T dEBV ACC) and medium RsPr community-based cow genotyping strategies. For MSE, significant differences were observed between T dEBV /2,000, T dEBV /5,000 and EX dEBV /5,000 and their community-based versions. For b, significant p-values were observed for T dEBV /5,000, all EX dEBV scenarios and T dEBV ACC/5,000. The only significant difference detected for R 2 between traditional and community-based designs was in the T dEBV /5,000 scenario.
| Community-based genotyping design for a reference population of cows
When considering SireRP (using DYD as dependent variable) to predict breeding values for a validation population formed by individuals inside the T A B L E 2 Results of the Student's t test (p-value) for the difference in genomic prediction accuracy between traditional and community-based cow genotyping designs considering a mediumresolution parameter for the graph-community detection algorithm 
T A B L E 3
Results of the Student's t test (p-value) for the difference in mean squared error (MSE), slope (b) and coefficient of determination (R 2 ) for the regression between true breeding value and direct genomic value for animals in the validation population (n = 20,000) between traditional and community-based cow genotyping designs considering a medium-resolution parameter in graph-community detection algorithm respective chosen communities, obtained results were ρ = 0.28 ± 0.04; MSE = 10.79 ± 0.18; b = 0.86 ± 0.12 and R 2 = 0.11 ± 0.04. Table 4 shows results for accuracy, prediction error and bias when considering a reference population of cows chosen from inside the communities of animals in the validation population and from outside those communities by the methods previously proposed, but using YD as dependent variable in the models.
In general, results were markedly superior when genotyped cows were chosen from inside the chosen communities (In_Ref) than when chosen from outside those communities (All_Ref). The highest increase in performance between All_Ref and In_Ref was observed for the T YD design, where differences for the parameters were +0.22 for ρ, +0.55 for MSE, −2.66 for b and +0.08 for R 2 . Results obtained for all designs under the In_Ref scenario outperformed the results of accuracy obtained for SireRP in all scenarios. As observed in the previous analyses in the present study (which considered de-regressed proofs as dependent variable), extreme-YD (EX YD ) methods showed the best, while high-YD (T YD ) presented the worst results for prediction accuracy. Likewise, highest bias was observed for extreme-YD methods (EX YD ).
| DISCUSSION
Here, we investigated, via simulation, the impact of accounting for population structure when defining selective cow genotyping strategies on the performance of genomic evaluations. The simulation was conducted to mimic selection considering a medium-to-low heritability trait for a small dairy cattle population, in which only few progeny-tested bulls had sufficient reliable dEBV (Supporting Information Figure S2 ) and the reliability of dEBV for the candidate cows to be included in the reference population was plausible for such a population, ranging from 0.30 to 0.65 (Supporting Information Figure S2 ). The observed levels (and decay) of LD and inbreeding in our simulations were also in accordance with the literature for dairy cattle populations (Habier, Tetens, Seefried, Lichtner, & Thaller, 2010; de Roos, Hayes, Spelman, & Goddard, 2008) .
The heritability of a trait has major effect on the reliability of genomic evaluations (Zhou et al., 2014) , and it would be plausible to investigate the efficiency of considering population community structure for different heritability values. However, as the focus of this study was to comprehend how the community detection algorithm would perform to assess population partitioning and its effects on informativeness of the reference population, we limited the analyses to a fixed heritability value (h 2 = 0.15). It is expected, though, that highly heritable traits will possibly yield higher improvements than observed in the present study.
Results suggest that the inclusion of cows in the reference population, even in moderate numbers, seems to be a valuable strategy for improving the performance of genomic selection in small cattle populations. Similar results were observed in the literature for real (Gao et al., 2013; Jenko et al., 2017; Koivula et al., 2016; Uemoto et al., 2017) and simulated (McHugh, Meuwissen, Cromie, & Sonesson, 2011; Jiménez-Montero et al., 2012; Plieschke et al., 2016; Thomasen et al., 2014) data. In general, selective genotyping designs based on high-dEBV cows performed poorly when compared to other proposed designs. Random and high-EBV-accuracy-based strategies yielded medium prediction ability, and extremedEBV methods had the best results in accuracy. Including extreme cow (pseudo) phenotypes in the reference population seems useful to more accurately predict which are the most influential SNPs in genome-wide association studies, but with the cost of inflation of the genomic estimated breeding values for selection candidates.
When comparison between non-contemporaneous individuals is required, high-EBV-accuracy-based designs seem to be the most indicated to choose cows to be included in the reference population for its observed reduced bias. However, it must be emphasized that in the considered simulated population, EBV accuracy for cows which were candidates to the reference population ranged from 0.30 to 0.65 and, thus, populations where female's EBV accuracy vary from those values may probably deviate from the obtained results here.
Overall, adopting "proportional sampling" within communities to choose cows to be included in the reference population was beneficial to improve accuracy ( Figure 6 and Table  2 ) and reduce bias ( Figure 6 and Table 3 ) mainly for some dEBV-based (T dEBV and EX dEBV ), but not for accuracy-based (T dEBV ACC) scenarios. Considering sampling of cows from distinct sparsely connected groups in the population probably results in an indirect sampling of representative haplotypes which are present in a validation population level, improving prediction ability on selection candidates. Rincent et al. (2017) have found promising results when considering population structure to improve accuracies in plant breeding based on individual's genomic information to perform this task. The method proposed in the present study uses exclusively genealogical data for designating an optimum set of cows to be included in the reference population. This approach, when under the scope of an animal breeding program, is of extreme value as pedigree information has been routinely recorded for decades. In this manner, the application of such procedure in animal breeding programs would result in no extra costs. Community "proportional sampling" could, therefore, easily be introduced in both new and already established animal breeding programs as a tool to designate an informative set of cows to be genotyped and included in the reference population.
Despite the continuous reduction of genotyping costs, in some situations, it is still too expensive to perform massive genotyping of females. Also, in practical terms for animal breeding programs, it is really difficult to implement actual random genotyping. This means that breeders will most likely to genotype their high-merit cows (Pryce & Daetwyler, 2012) . The increase in accuracy and reduction in bias obtained for T dEBV C_M (including 5,000 cows in the reference population) compared to its traditional version (T dEBV ) may indicate a path to overcome this situation in small animal breeding programs, in countries where genotyping costs are still high or when random cow genotyping is unfeasible. Choosing high-yield cows to be included in the reference population by proportional sampling within detected communities could help to obtain more value from cow's genotypes and phenotypes when an animal breeding program is running under logistical problems or reduced budget situations.
The RsPr was demonstrated to have some impact on both accuracy and bias, as values departing from 1.00 resulted in a slight decrease in performance of genomic selection. However, it is important to emphasize that the simulated population exhibited a simple linear structure, in which the same number of bulls and cows were selected and culled each generation. Real cattle populations will often exhibit a much more complex structure within and between families, and thus, the efficiency of the methods here presented must be investigated in such datasets. It is intuitive to infer that as the population structure increases in complexity, the "real" underlaying community partitioning will get similarly complex and values different from 1.00 for the RsPr may yield better results than observed in this study.
The inclusion of information (de-regressed proofs) of genotyped cows in a reference population of bulls reduced EBV inflation/deflation in the majority of scenarios, except for T dEBV and EX dEBV , which led to evident deflation and inflation, respectively. The increase in bias was also observed by Jiménez-Montero et al. (2012) when investigating reference populations formed by genotyped high-and extreme-yield cows. The authors have observed that cow reference populations, independent of the method considered for choosing those females, resulted in more bias than bull reference populations. However, when under a community-based proportional sampling approach (T dEBV _L, T dEBV _M , T dEBV _H) , this problem seems to be considerably reduced for T dEBV , as values of b obtained from sampling cows to be genotyped by such community-based methods were far closer to 1.00. In this case, even when genotyping top-yield individuals, bias was relatively controlled in genomic predictions. It is important, however, to emphasize that in real situations the inclusion of high-merit cows coming from elite herds may generate bias in genomic evaluations due to possible preferential treatment (Dassonneville et al., 2014; Dehnavi, Mahyari, Schenkel, & Sargolzaei, 2018) . In the present study, no effect of preferential treatment was present in the simulated data, and thus, the impacts of proportional sampling under the presence of such situation are yet to be investigated.
The applicability of reference populations formed exclusively by cows has been investigated in the literature. Ding et al. (2013) , while studying genomic selection for milk traits in the Chinese Holstein population, considered a reference population of 3,087 cows and obtained from 13% to 33% of increase in accuracy when compared to the pedigree index. Promising results of reference population formed exclusively by cows in small cattle populations were also presented via simulation by Jiménez-Montero et al. (2012) , in which sampling cows by extreme-yield deviation values to include in the reference population resulted in better accuracy than a reference population of bulls. Egger-Danner, Schwarzenbacher, and Willian (2014) have studied the economic viability of genotyping cows when selection is performed over health traits in Simmental cattle. The authors have stated that the high amount of information required to obtain a reliable accuracy of selection would impair the implementation of genomic selection for such traits. Genotyping cows from few specific highly reliable herds and, thus, limiting genotyping and phenotyping to individuals considerably connected with the phenotyped reference cows could help to overcome this obstacle (Edel, Pimentel, Plieschke, Emmerling, & Götz, 2016; Pryce & Daetwyler, 2012) .
When under the scope of proportional sampling presented in this study, genotyping individuals from certain communities (instead of actual herds) could help to improve selection accuracy. Improvements were obtained when accounting for population structure for building a cow reference population to predict breeding values of individuals from specific subpopulations (Table 4) . Sampling cows to be included in the reference population from inside communities proportional to their representation in the validation population yielded considerable improvements in accuracy and prediction error when compared to sampling cows from outside those communities by the same genotyping designs. Results obtained for the In_Ref (using cow YD as dependent variable) method were even better than the obtained for SireRP (using DYD as dependent variable). This approach may be attractive when selection is intended for traits such as health disorders (Buch et al., 2011; Vukasinovic, Bacciu, Przybyla, Boddhireddy, & DeNise, 2017) and hormone profiles (Tenghe, Baouwman, Berglund, Koning, & Veerkamp, 2018) , in which cow's phenotype is the only information available and data collection is often limited due to high costs or logistical problems. A constraining factor to this approach is that validation bulls would come from specific groups in the population, and therefore, maintenance of genetic diversity could be a concern. The same procedure may also be of use in smaller animal breeding programs, where the validation population is represented by individuals from specific sub-groups of a bigger population (Andonov et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2013; Uemoto et al., 2017) .
There has been considerable concern on controlling inbreeding in cattle populations in the genomics era (Howard, Pryce, Baes, & Maltecca, 2017) . Doekes, Veerkamp, Bijma, Hiemstra, and Windig (2018) have investigated genetic diversity trends in the Dutch-Flemish Holstein-Friesian bull population, and reported that after the implementation of GS, inbreeding and kinship have increased substantially. Especially in small populations, the loss in genetic variance stands as an obstacle to improve genetic gains when performing genomic selection for many generations (Jannink, 2010). Community "proportional sampling" could stand as a tool to prevent loss of genetic variance imposed by the increase on inbreeding caused by intense selection. In a long term, including individuals from distinct well-connected groups in the reference population can result in higher reliabilities for animals not strongly connected to the selected population and, thus, could help to identify high-merit bulls/cows to be used in mating systems aiming to prevent the increase of kinship and inbreeding, although convincing breeders to use a wider panel of genomically evaluated bulls could be an obstacle (Bouquet & Juga, 2013) .
As GS establishes as a consolidated method to improve genetic gains, strategies to maintain its efficiency in the long term must be considered. In that sense, updating the reference population adequately is crucial to maintain a constant level of accuracy through generations of GS (Calus, 2016; Wu et al., 2015) . The proportional sampling procedure here presented can be used for choosing the optimal set of cows to supplement the reference population over generations in order to maximize the estimated accuracy of selection candidates. At each generation (or year), the new selection candidates (forming the current validation population) would be included in the complete pedigree, requiring the assessment of their community, and afterwards, new phenotyped cows could be genotyped and included in the reference population based on the proportion of individuals in each community inside the current validation population. Further studies would help to quantify long-term impacts of sampling cows to supplement the reference population by the methods here presented over population's inbreeding, homozygosity and genetic gains.
| CONCLUSION
An unquestionable increase in accuracy was observed when cows were included in the reference population of bulls. Community-based proportional cow sampling has slightly overcome traditional genotyping strategies, yielding higher accuracy and lesser bias on genomic evaluations. The proposed methods also resulted in a set of cows less connected within the reference population and between reference and validation populations. Community-based cow sampling showed potential as a tool for building cow-only reference populations for maximizing SNP marker value in situations such as an expensive-to-measure trait.
